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Conference w/ embedded workshop

I am applying for a Pedagogy Travel grant to support my travel, and that of a group of
my research students, to the Animal Behavior Society Meeting in Toronto, Canada Jun
12-16. This will also enhance my ability to travel alone to the Evolution conference in
Portland, OR, Jun 23-27 via my professional development funds. A central focus of my
personal scholarly agenda is to link research and professional training in my lab with
curricula supporting key scientific skills, such as data interpretation and
communication, as well as professional development in my classroom. My research
students collaborate to work on 3-4 projects within the lab at any given time, while
learning professional skills, including reading and presenting primary literature,
summarizing information for non-science audiences, experimental design, data
collection, analysis and communication. Despite evolution’s central organizational role
in biology, evolutionary studies are routinely labeled as “controversial” in public
discussions and accepted evolutionary science is often challenged in state legislatures.
Although a section on evolutionary principles was added to the MCAT test for aspiring
medical doctors in 2015, anti-science education bills aimed at stopping evolution (and
climate change) education were introduced in 11 state legislatures in the first two
months of 2017 alone. Students planning careers in science, particularly those areas of
science that are politically targeted, should know how to clearly communicate their
results to diverse audiences, as well as describe why the American public should
support their work.

While at the Animal Behavior Society conference, I will be engaged in two different but
complimentary activities related to advancing my pedagogical practice and helping my
students develop as effective science communicators. First, the meeting begins with a
pedagogy workshop, Teaching Workshop: Re-Invigorating Your Classroom with
Module-Based Teaching (http://www.animalbehaviorsociety.org/2017/program-
public.php). This workshop will allow me to think deeply about the organization of my
capstone Behavioral Ecology course, which serves students from Biology,
Neuroscience, Environmental, Psychology and Interdisciplinary. It is particularly
challenging to engage such a diverse group of students throughout the course. For
example, environmental students are less engaged by learning about brain anatomy
while neuroscience students aren’t, as a rule, very interested in ecological
experiments. However, the one module I’ve developed linking brain anatomy with
ecology is one of the most popular topics in the course. Gaining experience with
module development and having the opportunity to bounce ideas off of other animal
behavior specialists will be enormously beneficial.

Second, while I am at the Evolution meeting, I will be participating in the American
Society of Naturalists workshop on public science communication (9-5pm, Jun 23rd).
This workshop will allow me to think deeply about effectively communicating both my
science and the scientific issues our students are concerned about. In addition, I will be
taking seven research students with me to the Animal Behavior Society meeting.
These seven women will all be presenting research posters. They will also be attending
talks, speaking with researchers, and generating blog posts and podcasts about their
experiences to be posted, after peer and editorial review, on the lab website
(www.smallcheerfulcreatures.org). This will serve as a pilot program for changes I am
planning to make in the community outreach portion of my Bio323 Evolution course.
Beginning in the fall, students in Evolution will be producing a podcast about a current
research article and researcher that will ultimately be made publically available. I plan
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research article and researcher that will ultimately be made publically available. I plan
to have them contact researchers and include information about how the research was
conceived and completed; who the researcher is, especially if s/he hails from a
background underrepresented in science; and why the public should care about the
research. I hope this will help educate the public about diverse scientists and the need
for robust scientific inquiry in a variety of disciplines, including evolutionary biology. My
research students can help develop this project by having the opportunity to engage
directly with scientists whose work they can profile. 

In summary, I will attend two professional meetings, Animal Behavior and Evolution,
with pedagogical and science communication workshops, respectively. I will also be
taking seven research students to Animal Behavior to pilot a public science
communication project that I am currently developing for my Evolution course.
Collectively, I believe these experiences will help me foster greater interdisciplinary
thinking and science communication in both of my upper division courses.

I believe the wide range of students who take evolution and behavioral ecology will
benefit from more robust interaction with interdisciplinary ideas and the opportunity to
communicate science they find exciting to a broad audience. The broader public
benefits when science is clearly communicated, such that it can inform good policy. In
addition, one of my students (Mariah Smith ’18) is planning to become a science writer
and her participation in the meeting and blog/pod cast develop will afford her the
opportunity to develop an online portfolio of work in support of her career goals.

Both my research students and course students will produce publically available blog
posts/podcasts. I will make the modules I develop available to animal behavior
instructors through my lab website as well. As I am currently on sabbatical, I will also
be presenting a Dean’s Forum sometime during the 2017-2018 school year and will
share my insights into these experiences as part of that forum as well. Last, I will be
presenting a public science talk to the joint meeting of the Boston Guppy Club and
Boston Aquarium Clubs in June 2017, where I plan to discuss my students’ research
and my model for research education with a public science audience.

Registration for ABS $350.00
Housing at ABS ($53.50/night X 5) $267.50
Gas (Stonehill Van, ~600 miles @ 12mpg, ~$2.50/ga) $125.00
Meal card (Breakfast/Lunch) $85.00
Total $827.50

Please not that I will also be traveling to the Poeciliid Biologists meeting May 24-26 in
Norman, OK in addition to the above mentioned meetings, as well as trying to defray
the cost of attending the Animal Behavior meeting for my students. As such, my
professional development funds are not sufficient to cover my attendance at the Animal
Behavior Society meeting.


